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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e reh t 36/1991

Klassifikation komplex-algebraischer Varietäten

25.8. bis 31.8.1991

Die Tagung fand unter der leitung von Herrn K. Hulek (Hannover), Herrn T.
Peternell (Bayreuth) und Herrn M. Schneider (Bayreuth) statt. Die Vorträge
der teilnehmenden Mathematiker, aus 10 ländern behandelten folgende Gebiete:
Klassifikation höher-dimensionaler Varietäten, Hodge-Theorie, Syzygien von
projektiven Varietäten, Adjunktionstheorie, projektive Mannigfaltigkeiten
kleiner Kodimension und analytische Methoden in der komplex-algebraischen
Geometrie.

Vortragsauszüge

c. Birkenhake:

~ Exponents of abelian subvarieties

Joint work with H. lange.
let X be a principally polarized abelian variety. To any abelian subvariety
Y of X one associates a positive integer e(Y), the exponent. The exponent is
defined to be the exponent of the induced polarization on Y.
The set cf abe1i an subvari et ies of X i $ computed in terms of the endo
morphism algebra Endo(X).
This leads to the following arithmetic interpretation of the exponent: Given
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an abelian subvariety Ywith symmetrie idempotent Ey ' then e(Y) = min{ n~l :
nE y E End(X) }. This allows to comp,ute the exponent in many eases. As an
example we ~ompute the exponent of all abelian subvarieties of the Jacobian
of the curve Ca: y2 = (x2+1)(x2 -a)(x2 -I/a)

F. Bogomolov:

Stable vector bundles on surfaces

Con sider a s~ab1e veetor bundl e E of rank r on a project i ve surface V.
Stable means that in the cone of polar-izations on V we can find a subcone VE •
such that E is stable with respect to any element of VE. I show in mY talk
that by the diseriminant of E, A(E)=(r-I)/2r·ct2-~, and the rank r it is
possib1e to define a subdomain VE(r,A)cVE sueh that E is stable being re-

.stricted to any curve X with [X]eVE{r,A). The result iso based on the sharp
version of the theorem on nonstability of vector bundles with A{E»O.

R. Braun:

Boundedness for non-general type 3-folds in f s

Joint work with G. Ottaviani, M. Schneider, F.-O. Sehreyer.
We show the following theorem:
Ihm.: There exist on1y finitely many fami1ies of 3-folds in f s ' which are

not of general type.
The proof consists of two parts. First using the semipositivity of the (-1)
twist of the normal bund1e and the generalized Hodge Index Theorem we show
that there exist only finitely many families of non-general type 3-fo1ds in
~5' whieh are not eontai~ed in a hy~ersurfaee of degree 12. In the second
part we prove that in hypersurfaees of a fixed degree there exist on1y fi
nitely many famili~s of non-general type 3-folds; this is the main technical
part and uses results of G., Ellingsrud and C. Peskine which they showed in
the proof of the corresponding theorem for smooth surfaces in f 4 .

F. Campana:

Rational eonnectedness of Fano manifolds

let X be an n-dimensional eomplex-projeetive manifold.
Def.: X is Fano :~ (-KX) is ample

X is rationally eonneeted :~ V (x,y)eXxX 3 C: connected eurve of X
with rational irreducible components containing x and y.

Thm. (also obtained by Y. Miyaoka): X Fano q X rationa1ly connected.
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The ma instep of the proof i s -a re1at ive vers ion of S. Mari' s argument to
produce rational curves on a manifold with KX not nef.
The talk was devoted to a sketch of proof and to explain the relationship to
the problem of boundedness of the family of Fano n-folds (A positive answer
has recently been announ~ed by Kollar-Miyaoka-Mori).

C. Ciliberto:

Endomorphism of Jacobians

let Hg={AeAg : End(A)~}. General prop~rties of Hg are needed (see Shimura).
Some reeent results of Ciliberto, v. d. Geer, Teixidor and of Ciliberto, v.
d. Geer about the dimension of eomponents of HgnMg are diseussed. Possible
generalizations are proposed. The following theorem has been stated, proved
and conunented:
Thm.: Let S be a smooth eomplex-projective surfaee, ~ a linear system on S

such that ~~: S~ F , pD is birational onto the image Fand F is not
aseroll, not with rational hyperplane seetions. let C be the normali
zation of the general element of ~. Then

End(J(C» = End(Alb(S»xZ
The theorem, stated by Severi, has been reeently proved by Ciliberto, v. d.
Geer. A related result of Ciliberto, Harris, Teixidor on G1(C), C€Mg, g=2d-3d .

with C general in moduli, has been stated and eommented.

l. Ein:

Syzygies cf smooth projective varieties

let X be a smooth projeetive n-fold and l be a very ample line bundle on X.
Wesay that L satisfies the property No, if ILI gives a projeetively normal
embedding. l satisfies Nt, if the homogeneous ideal is generated by quadries
etc. We consider a line bundle of the form ld=Kx8AedeB where A is a very
ample line bundle and B is a nef line buridle on X.
Thm. (Ein and lazarsfeld): If d~n+l+p, then ld satisfies ~.

Cor.: let X be a smooth 3-fold. Then
(al If Yel3Kx+16A+BI is a general element, then Pic(Y)=Pie(X).
(b) If YeIKx+8A+BI is a smooth surfaee, then the infinitesimal Torelli

theorem holds for Y.
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G. Ellingsrud:

The number of twisted eubies on a general quintiC' threefold

We calculate the number of twisted cubies on a general quintie threefold to'
be 317 206 375, thus verifying a prediction coming from string theory by
Candelas-Ossa-Green and Porkes.
We i~entify this number as the degree of the top Chern elass of a eertain
bundle onthe Hilbertscheme of cubies in p4. Studying the cohomology of this
spaee we arrive at computing this degree (with some help' of computers) .

H. Esnault:

Hodge type of projective varieties (and the number of f q rational points)

Thm.: let S be a complex projeetive subvariety of pn defined by r equations
of degrees dt~~~ ••• ~d.-. Then the Hodge-Deligne filtration of the de
Rham cohomology verifies: fkH~(pn-S)=H~(pn-s), where k is the integral'

r

part of (n-!dl/dt ).

This theorem has been proved by
Deligne (SGA, 1970) for S a smooth eomplete intersection,
Deligne-Dimca (Annales de l'ENS, 1990) for r=l,
Esnault (Math. Ann., 1990) for r~l, S a complete intersection,
Esnault-Nori-Srinivas (preprint, 1991) in general,
and answers positively a conjeeture of Deligne based on the analogy with the
following fonmula:
Thm. (Ax 1964, Katz 1971): let S be a projective subvariety of pn defined by

r equations' of degrees dl~~~ ...~~ over the finite field f q • Then
# S(Fq ) = # pn(Fq ) mod ~

M. Green:

Generic initial ideals of projective .varieties

An invariant of a graded homogeneous ideal, the generic initial ideal, in
troduced by Grauert in his work in several eomplex variables, is very useful
in the study of projective varieties. One ean recover from this invariant of
the ideal its regularity, whether it is saturated, etc. For varieties it is
a finer discrete invariant than the Hilbert funetion. For points in p2 and
curves in P3 this invariant was described and how to obtain from it the nu
merical character and genus. Some applieations of Braun-Fl~ystad and Strano
were described.
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5.. Katz:

Higher order neighborhoods of curves on threefolds

Adapting a method of Kollar, a procedure is given for describing canonical
higher order neighborhoods of curves on threefolds .. This procedure is good"
enough to deduce the theorem of D. Morrison and 5. Katz that the only Goren
stein 3-fold singularities which can be resolved by ~t are of type cAt, cOt

or c~ (Kollar's work is also good enough for this); in addition, a broader
classification encompasses non-contractible (1,-3) curves as welle The be
ginnings of an obstruction theory are developed for deforming curves on
threefolds. Using results of H. Clemens and J. Jimenez, necessary and suffi
cient conditions are given for curves with exactly one 0(-1) quotient of the
ideal sheaf to be exceptional.

Y. Kawamata:

Abundance Theorem for Minimal Threefolds

Thm.: let X be a minimal threefold such that Kx
3:0 and Kx

2 .H>O for an ample
divisor. Then there exists a positive number m such that

dimHO(X,mKx) ~ 2

Th i s fi ni shes the proof of the fo11 owi n9 abundance theorem when combi ned
with previous works:
Thm.: let X be a minimal threefold. Then there exists a positive integer m

such that ImKxl is free.

R. lazarsfeld:

. Seshadri constants on smooth surfaces

~ We describe joint work with l. Ein concerning Seshadri constants on a smooth
surface X. let l be an ample line bundle on X. Define, following Demailly,

f(l,x) = inf ~
C3X mu I LX ....

C red. irred.
These were introduced by Demailly to study adjoint linear series. We prove
the elementary
Thm.: One has f(L,x)~l for all but countably many xeX.
We propose an example where f(l,x)Sl/2.
Various open problems are discussed.
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M. Levine:

K-theory as applied to 1st order deformations of eyeles

We consider the following problem:
What part of the "algebraie part" Hd(X,DX/~) of the tangent spaee of the
intermediate Jacobian Jd(X) of a smooth projective variety X is parametrized
by 1st order deformations of eyeles?
There is a 1st order obstruction, namely ~ll 1st order deformations land in
the subspace fld(X,O~iV& := Im(fld(X,O~i~) -- fld(X,O~ii». For d=2, th1s is
the same as ker(&:H2(X,Dl/c ) ~ H3(OX)80~/Q» . arising· from the sheaf ·se- ~
quence 0 ~ 0X~~/~ ~ Dl/Q ~ Dl/t ~ 0 . To attack .thiS problem we
first rephrase it as looking for aChern elass ed: ToKo(X) ~ Hd(Od-l) de-
fined via a modified Deligne eohomology.
Here ToKo(X) = ker(Ka(X[EJ/E2 ) ~ Ko(X». We then apply ~homason's spectral
sequence and Goodwillie's eomputation of the K-theory of nilpotent ideals to
prove
Thm.: Suppose dim(X)=3. Then

c2 : ToKo(X) -- H2(Oi/c)&
is surjeetive.

R. Miranda:

Applieations of Gaussian maps

T~e Gaussian map for a variety Xwith a line bundle L is the map
~X,l: ~HO(X,L) ~ HP(X,lasol) defined loeally by ~X,L{fAg) = fdg-gdf~ 8y
analyzing the restrietion maps for the situation of a eurve C lyin9 in a
rational seroll Sn (with a section B of self-int~rseetion -n) we have the
fQllowing
Thm. ~J. Duflot, R. Miranda): Suppose C - pB+qF where B is the negative sec

tion of Sn' F is the fiber, p~S and n~3 (C is smooth). Then the corank
of ~C, Kc i s n+6.

As a eorollary, if C lies in an Sn' n~3 and C is not hyperelliptie, trigonal
or 4-gonal, then n is determined by C: C lies in at most one sero'l.

s. Müller-Stach:

Algebraic eycles on odd dimensional varieties

Let (Ht ) be a geometrie family of mixed Hodge structures over the unit disk,
whieh arises as a family of extensions 0 ~ Ät ~ ~ ~ Bt ~ 0 with
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Ät, Bt pure of wei ghts a and b.· The fami 1y of extens ion cl asses defi nes a

section in a certain bundle of complex tori. In this talk we define an infi
nitesimal invariant 6e for e and indicate how to apply this invariant to the
study of algebraic cycles on Ca1abi-Yau 3-folds (Joint work with F..Bardelli
Pisa).

S. Hukai:

Curves and Grassmannians

~let G{6,2) c p14 be the 8-dimensional Grassmannian embedded by Plücker coor
dinates. A transversal intersection G{6,2) n p7 is a eanonieal eurve of ge
nus g.
Thm.: A curve C of genus 8 is isomorphie to G{6,2) n p7 if and on1y if C

has no ~.

All curves of genus 8 and their eanonical rings are elassified as an app1i
eation. Similar resu1ts are obtained in the ease g=7 and 9 replacing
G(6,2) c ~14 by suitable homogeneous spaee ~:~g c p22-g. In the ease 9=9,
X:e c p13 is the eompaet dual of the Siegel upper half spaee ~3 of degree 3.
Thm.: A eurve C of genus 9 is isomorphie to X:e n ~8 if and on1y if C has no

~.
Cor.: Green's eonjecture is true for gs9.

C. Peskine:

les surfaees lisses d'une hypersurface singuliere de ~.

let S be a smooth surface contained in a singular hypersurfaee I of Pt and
let a=doI. Consider the polynomial

_ P = x3 + a-5 x2 + 202 -15a+35 x
~ a .002 ~ 12

If I has only iso1ated singu1arities, there exists a constant k(a) such that

Pa(d) - (~-4) k(o) s X(OS) S 1+h2 (OS) s Pa(d)

If I has a multiple curve, there exists a polynomial of dOI Q such that

Pa(d) - (~-4)Q(d) S X(OS) ~ l+h2 (OS) S Pa(d)

The result is a eonsequenee of the two (easy) following remarks:
I) If N is the normal bund1e of S in.P4' we have ~N(-a) S (a-I)4 if I has

iso1ated singularities and ~N(-a) S (a-I)2d if it has a multiple curve.
2) If A is the graded integral ring of 5 in Pt and B the graded ring of a

complete intersection IhT with dOT=d/a, one has rk(~)~rk(Bn) for all n.
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F. -0. Schreyer:

Enriques surfaces in ~4

Four fami 1ies of smooth Enri ques surfaees in IP4 are known. In the talk I

sketched the construetion of two of these families. The first family due to
Cossec and Verra eonsists of Enriques surfaees of degree 9 and sectional ge-
nus w~6. They arise as projeetion of Reye polarized Enriques surfaces in Ps
from a point. our construetion shows that the component H of the Hilbert
scheme containing these is birational to G(12,HP(P4 ,O(2») which in turn is
birational to G(3,HO(P:,O(2») = Hilbet_4(P:). the Hilbert-scheme of canoni- •
cal genus 5 eurvesin the dual spaee. Taking quotients by PGl(5) we obtain a
birational map ~ ~ uo~ ~ of the moduli space ~ of genus 5 curves to
the univ~rsal surface U over an open part of the modul i scheme of Reye pola-
rized Enriques surfaces.

Y.-T. Siu:

A variation of Demailly's method of construeting holomorphic sections of
line bundles

Demailly used singular solutions of the eomplex Monge-Ampere equation to
study the following conjecture of Fujita: For any ample line bundle lover a
compact complex manifold X of complex dimension n the line bundle (n+2)l+KX
is very ample. He proved the very ampleness of ßn l+2Kx. In his method the
coefficient 2 for KX is needed, because in using the exterior product of po
sitive currents he had to use a meromorphic vector field to. differentiate
the defining funetion of an effeetive Q-divisor approximating the current.
In this talk we discussed the method of trying to remove the coefficient 2
by adding some ample divisor to move the effective Q-divisor.

A. J. Sommese:

The Adjunetion Theory of Projective Varieties

let l be a very ample line bundle on a projective manifold X. Recently Bel
trametti, Fania and Sommese showed that exeept for a short list of special
pairs (X,l), it follows for n=dimX~5, that there is a well behaved biratio
nal morphism, ;:X ~ Y where Y has isolated, terminal, 2 faetorial singula
rities, and Ky+(n-3)(;.l)·* is nef and big. Partial results exist for n=3,4
and for n~6 and l merely ample. It is likely that results like this can't be
true f~r n-4 in place of n-3 without replacing ; by a mapping that isn't a
morph i sm. The fo11 owi ng conjecture - for wh ich ev idence was gi yen - i nd i -
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cateswhat is truestably
Conjecture (Beltrametti and Sommese):

let u:=sup( SI q>O, Kod.dim(qKX+pl)=-m } be the unnormalized spectral
value of (X,l).If u>'"72+T, then u is a fraction, KX+ul is nef, and the
associated morphism ~:X ~ Y is the contraction of an extremal ray of
fibre type.

J. Spandaw:

Hodge structures, abelian surfaces and their degenerations

~ let A be the Voronoi compactification of the moduli space A of abelian sur
faces with (l,p)-polarization and level structure. Namikawa, Hulek and Wein
traub gave examples of degenerating families of abelian surfaces associated
to a general point q of the boundary surfaces cf Ä. In this talk we investi
gate the uniqueness of this degeneration.
We use the interpretation by Carlson, Cattani and Kapl an of the boundary
points as Mixed Hodge Structures and Persson's description of the possible
degenerate abelian surfaces Xo to show that at least 2 of the 4 parameters
determi ni ng Xe are determi ned by q. We have not yet used the pol ari zat ion
and level structure. We hope that these extra data suffice to determine the
remaining parameters.

H. Tsuji:

Kähler-Einstein currents and pluricanonical systems

Recently I have constructed a Kähler-Einstein current on a projective mani
fold of general type. This current is a natural generalization of the ~ähler

-Einstein metric on a manifold of ample canonical bundle of Aubin-Yau.
~ The main purpose of this talk is to describe how to extract the information

of the pluricanonical system from the Kähler-Einstein current, i.e. how to
construct the Zariski decomposition of the canonical bundle. The main tools
used here is the l2-estimate of D of Hörmander and Yau's analysis of Monge
Ampere operators. The theory of d-closed ~ositive currents is a proper lan
guage for the purpose. Actually we may consider every pseudoeffective divi
sor as a closed positive (l,l)-current and the current can be considered as
a "weak n Zariski decomposition.
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C. Voisin:

Zero-cycles on certain hypersurfaces

We give first a simple proof of the vanishing of the C~ group of a quintic
Godeaux surface, as predicted by Bloch' s conjecture. We turn the"n to the
example of a 3-dimensional quintic threefold invariant under an involution
acting triviallyon H3,o. We show again tllat for such X, CHo(X)-=O; in this
last case, one step of the demonstration is the proof of the surjectivity of
the Abel-Jacobi map ;X: CH1 (X) ~ JX- .

P. M. H. Wilson:

The Kähler Cone of Calabi-Yau threefolds

Let X denote a Calabi-Yau threefold and X~(X,R) the Kähler Cone of Kähler
classes. The closure X of this cone (dual to the Mori Cone RE(X» turns out
to be locally rational polyhedral away from the Cubie Cone
W* = { 0 such that D3=O } c K2{X,R). The codimension one faces of X corres
pond to primitive birational contractions of X, and then fall into 3 given
types. This has implications coneerning the existence of rational curves on
X, and also the behaviour of the Kähler Cone under deformations. Let
w: X ~ B denote the Kuranishi family f("ir a Calabi-Yau threefold X=Xo,
where B may be taken as a polydisc in Hl(TX)'
Thm.: The Kähler Cone is invariant preeisely over the locus of beB for which

Xb contains no elliptic ruled surfaces, this locus being the comple
ment of at most countably many codimension one submanifolds.

Elliptic ruled surfaces on Calabi-Yau threefolds are very analogous to (-2)
curves on K3 surfaces, giving rise to elementary transformations and reflec
tions of the cohomology.

J. Wi sniewski :

Vector bundles, adjunction and Fano manifolds

Let X be a Fano manifold of dimension n. The index of X r(X) is defined as
reX) = max{ k : -KX = kL, L ample line bundle}; the pseudoindex r(X) is de
fined as ~(X) = min{ -KX·C : CcX rational curve}., Using generalized adjunc
tion for vector bundles, the following res~lt was proved
Thm.: 0) If ~(X»n/2+1, then ~(X)=I.

I) If r(X)=n/2+1, then b2 (X)=1 unless X=pr-1xfr - 1 •

2) If r(X)=(n+l)/2, then b2 (X)=1 unless X=fr-lxQr, X=p(Tpr) or
X = IP(O(2)eiJ(1)r-1).
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F. l: Zak:

Varieties with small monodromy and their tangent hyperplanes

Let xn C pN be a nonsingular projective a1gebraic variety, and let Y be a
general hyperplane section of X. The image r of the representation"
{wt {IPN*\X*) ~ AutH*{X,~)}, where X* is the dual variety, is ca11ed the mo
nodromy group of X. We are interested in varieties for which r is finite.
That means that either dimX*<N-1 and r=l or n is even and ~-t{Y) = ~_t{X),

r=l or n i s odd, ker{Hn-t (X) ~ Hn-t (y)}l. C CHCn-U/2. Cn-l)/2(Y), r isa
Wey1 group and vanishing cycles form a system of raots. Our approach to dea
1ing with such varieties is to observe that their hyperplane sections may
have on1y simple iso1ated singu1arities. In particu1ar, if T is abe1ian,
then the on1y iso1ated singularities are ordinary quadratic. Thus, if the
second fundamental form has dimension ~ n, we can show that all points of X
are equiva1ent with respect to tangential equiva1ence and X can be
isomorphica11y projected to p2n. This approach a110ws to classify such va
rieti~s X if codim(X»dim{X), at least in small dimensions. For varieties X
with dim(X*)=N-1-def(X}, def(X»O we show that def(X}>3n-2N, so that X can
not have small codimension.

Berichterstatter: R. Braun
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